Olympic “Kritz” Hopscotch

This game is based on Kritz from the Czech Republic. “Kritz” is a slang-like word that means “make your mark.” In the Czech game the players must toss the puck into paradise (raj) or hell (beklo) at the end. I’ve adapted the game to have a crown shape at the end divided into thirds representing a gold medal, silver, and bronze (this is usually the section that would say raj or beklo).

RULES:
1. Stand on the Blank square
2. Hop through the game following the numbers
3. Once you get back to square 1, pick up a beanbag and “kritz!” – toss it toward the crown and try to get it in the medal area you want
4. Everyone receives a passport stamp/sticker here, and special stickers awarded for a gold medal kritz.